The s-process in massive stars produces the weak component of the s-process (nuclei up to A ∼ 90), in amounts that match solar abundances. For heavier isotopes, such as barium, production through neutron capture is significantly enhanced in very metal-poor stars with fast rotation. However, detailed theoretical predictions for the resulting final s-process abundances have important uncertainties caused both by the underlying uncertainties in the nuclear physics (principally neutron capture reaction and β-decay rates) as well as by the stellar evolution modeling. In this work, we investigated the impact of nuclear-physics uncertainties relevant to the s-process in massive stars. Using a Monte-Carlo based approach, we performed extensive nuclear reaction network calculations that include newly evaluated upper and lower limits for the individual temperature dependent reaction rates. We found that most of the uncertainty in the final abundances is caused by uncertainties in the neutron capture rates, while β-decay rate uncertainties affect only a few nuclei near s-process branchings. The sprocess in rotating metal-poor stars shows quantitatively different uncertainties and key reactions, although the qualitative characteristics are similar. We confirmed that our results do not significantly change at different metallicities for fast rotating massive stars in the very low metallicity regime. We highlight which of the identified key reactions are realistic candidates for improved measurement by future experiments.
INTRODUCTION
The slow neutron capture process, the s-process (see, e.g. Burbidge et al. 1957; Seeger et al. 1965) , is one of the major nucleosynthesis processes. It produces heavy elements beyond iron by sequences of neutron captures and β-decays. The principal characteristic of this process is that the time scale for neutron capture is generally much slower ( 1 yr) than for β-decay, even for ground states of nuclei near stability, resulting in the main s-process nucleosynthesis path to lie along the "β-stable valley" of the chart of nuclei. The s-process begins from seed nuclei, which are mainly the 56 Fe nuclei initially present in the star, and proceeds by capturing neutrons released from (α,n) reactions on lighter nuclei (lighter that than the iron group) occurring in stellar nuclear burning. Massive stars ( 10 M ) are considered to be the main astronomical site for the weak s-process (hereafter the ws-process), producing the weak component of the s-process, responsible for nuclides with mass numbers up to A ∼ 90 (e.g., Prantzos et al. 1990; Pignatari et al. 2010 ). On the other hand, thermal pulses in low mass asymptotic giant branch stars are the site of the main s-process, producing the main component (see e.g., Käppeler et al. 2011; Bisterzo et al. 2015 , and references therein).
Considering the ws-process, this occurs in helium-core and carbon-shell burning phases of massive stars. The evolution of the star is governed by several fusion reactions, e.g., the triple-α reaction (Suda et al. 2011; Kikuchi et al. 2012) , 12 C + α → 16 O in helium burning, and 12 C + 12 C in carbon burning (Bennett et al. 2012; Pignatari et al. 2013) . The impact of uncertainty for these reactions on the ws-process has been investigated for stellar temperatures ∼ 200 MK ≡ 17.2 keV (for recent studies, see, Tur et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2015 , and references therein). The main neutron source reaction for massive star evolution is 22 Ne(α, n) 25 Mg, while the competing 22 Ne(α, γ) 26 Mg reaction reduces the production of source neutrons, and, notably, has a reaction rate that is still uncertain. Recent studies Hoffman et al. 2002; Longland et al. 2012; Nishimura et al. 2014) have revealed that, for a reasonable range of updated nuclear physics properties, the ratio of the rates of the 22 Ne(α, n) 25 Mg reaction to the 22 Ne(α, γ) 26 Mg reaction has a significant impact on the final ws-process products.
At solar metallicity, rotation-induced mixing enhances ws-process production by a factor of up to a few, but the general production and the nucleosynthesis path are the same in rotating as in non-rotating models. It is thus not necessary to consider additional models for rotating stars to study the impact of nuclear uncertainties on the ws-process at solar metallicity. As the metallicity of stars decreases, however, rotation-induced mixing has stronger effects on nucleosynthesis, including the ws-process (Pignatari et al. 2008) . Stellar evolution calculations that include rapid rotation (Frischknecht et al. 2012 (Frischknecht et al. , 2016 show strong mixing between the helium-burning core and the hydrogen-burning shell. Firstly, this mixes primary 12 C and 16 O into the hydrogenburning shell, leading to the production of additional 14 N in this shell via the CNO cycle. Secondly, this 14 N is then mixed back into the helium-burning core, at which point it immediately converts via the 14 N(α, γ) 18 F(e + ν e ) 18 O(α, γ) 22 Ne series of reactions into 22 Ne, i.e., the fuel for the main neutron source reaction. Finally, at the end of He-core burning, 22 Ne(α, n) 25 Mg reactions release large numbers of neutrons. (Frischknecht et al. 2012 (Frischknecht et al. , 2016 . Due to a larger neutron exposure, combined with a lower seed abundance, the production of heavier nuclei with mass numbers A > 100 is enhanced as compared to the "standard" ws-process that only produces nuclei up to A ∼ 90.
This enhanced weak s-process (denoted here as the esprocess), which is described as a "non-standard" s-process in Frischknecht et al. (2012) , has a significant contribution to the chemical evolution of galaxies. Although the es-process is considered to be active only in very metal-poor stars, it is possibly a source of heavy elements (e.g. barium) in the early Universe. While early studies have ignored the contributions from massive stars (see, Raiteri et al. 1992) , as pointed out in Chiappini et al. (2011a,b) it has since been shown that the es-process can have important impact on chemical enrichment in early galaxies. Furthermore, es-process production coupled with an r-process production can explain the dispersion observed in the light neutron capture elements over the heavy neutron capture elements in Galactic halo stars (Cescutti et al. 2013) .
For the es-process, in addition to the neutron source reactions, it is important to consider the effect of the 16 O(n, γ) 17 O neutron poison reaction. The net efficiency of this poison reaction is determined by the ratio between the reaction paths 16 O(n, γ) 17 O(α, n) 20 Ne and 16 O(n, γ) 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne (see, Frischknecht et al. 2012 Frischknecht et al. , 2016 Nishimura et al. 2014) . This is poorly known because, in particular, the rate of the 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne reaction is experimentally undetermined, and evaluated reaction rates are different by several orders of magnitude (Taggart et al. 2010; Best et al. 2011 Best et al. , 2013 . Consequently, the final abundances of the es-process are significantly influenced by this uncertainty as shown in previous studies (Frischknecht et al. 2012; Nishimura et al. 2014) .
In the present study, we investigate the impact of nuclear-physics uncertainty relevant to the s-process (wsand es-processes) in massive stars. We focus on (n, γ) reactions and β-decay on the path of s-process nucleosynthesis. We perform comprehensive rate variations using the PizBuin Monte-Carlo (MC) framework coupled with a reaction network code, described previously in Rauscher et al. (2016) . Analysing the results of the MC calculations, we determine the important reactions and decays that are the dominant sources of uncertainty for the production of "key" elements. We highlight such reactions that should be investigated in future nuclear physics studies.
Importantly, the uncertainties used for the nuclear reaction rates include a temperature-dependence due to the relative contributions of ground states and excited states. Following the prescription of Rauscher et al. (2011) and Rauscher (2012) , we apply temperature dependent uncertainties even for experimentally evaluated (n, γ) reaction rates. This leads to a higher uncertainty compared to ground-state contributions alone. We use a similar approach for the β-decay rates, also including dependency on temperature, based on nuclear partition functions.
The present paper has the following structure. In Section 2, we describe the stellar evolution models and the nuclear reaction networks used in this study, as well as the method of MC simulation with the evaluation of uncertainty for the reaction rates. The results of standard nucleosynthe-sis and rate variation with the MC approach for ws-and es-processes are shown in Section 3 and in Section 4, respectively. We discuss the possibilities for improvement of nuclear data in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to discussion and conclusions.
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS AND MONTE-CARLO METHODS

Stellar evolution models
Contemporary nucleosynthesis calculations for the wsprocess in massive stars use full stellar evolution models. The complete nucleosynthesis is calculated either fully coupled (see e.g. Frischknecht et al. 2016) or using a post-processing approach (Pignatari et al. 2016) . In a Monte Carlo framework, however, the calculations need to be repeated many (e.g. 10, 000) times and using fully coupled networks in stellar models would be computationally extremely expensive.
To establish a more tractable approach, we have thus created a single-zone trajectory that mimics the average thermodynamic (density and temperature) history and nucleosynthesis occurring during core helium and carbon shell burning. The trajectory was chosen in such a way that an equal amount of 22 Ne burnt in the trajectory and the full stellar model. This simplification is reasonable because the ws-process is produced in large convective zones in massive stars, in which quantities vary smoothly and not too significantly. This procedure was used in several studies in the past (Pignatari et al. 2008; Hirschi et al. 2008) . The trajectory used in this work was extracted from a solar metallicity 25 M model (Hirschi et al. 2004) , and was chosen because it corresponds roughly to the average ws-process production in massive stars weighted over the initial mass function.
In Figure 1 , we show the temporal evolution of the density and temperature for the adopted trajectory. The trajectory follows the core-hydrogen, core-helium and shell-carbon burning phases. It thus covers the entire evolution of the star from the zero-age main-sequence to core collapse (the carbon burning shell is still active at core-collapse). Since the precise choices of initial metallicity and rotation affect the nucleosynthesis yields much more strongly than the stellar structure, we may, without loss of generality of the discussion on the nuclear uncertainty in the ws-process, assume one representative thermodynamic trajectory, and change rotation and metallicity parameters as required.
Adopting this thermodynamic (i.e., the temperature and density) trajectory, we consider a range of initial compositions from very metal-poor stars to solar metallicity. Metallicities are indicated by Z m = 1 − X H − X He , with X H and X He being the mass fractions of hydrogen and helium, respectively. We adopt Z m = 1.4 × 10 −2 ≡ Z as the solar metallicity and considered four additional metallicity models. The adopted values are presented in Table 1 and are denoted by z0 (Z ), z1, z2, z3, and z4. In addition, the effect of rotation-induced mixing is considered by means of adding extra 14 N to the initial composition. This primary 14 N immediately converts to 22 Ne at the start of core helium-burning and enhances the ws-process production. This causes the es-process in the rotating massive stars at low metallicities. Such a simplified approach has been shown to provide consistent results in nucleosynthesis similar to more sophisticated . The density and temperature evolution of the single trajectory of a 25M star model (Hirschi et al. 2004) . The temperature in MK and the density in g cm −3 are shown. The temperature region between 8 and 30 keV, relevant for the ws-process, is delimited by horizontal dashed lines. evolution calculations (see, Frischknecht et al. 2012 Frischknecht et al. , 2016 . Following Frischknecht et al. (2012) , we choose a mass fraction of X( 14 N) = 0.01 for the fastest rotating case, and consider five values for the initial 14 N to represent a range of rotation, from non-rotating, r0, to a maximum rotation, r4, see Table 1 . In this study, the stellar models are set by choosing various combinations of metallicity and effective rotation, while always using the same thermodynamic trajectory. In terms of our notation, the stellar model at solar metallicity without rotation is denoted z0r0, while the fast rotating metal-poor star is z2r4. The z0r0 model shows typical wsprocess final abundances, whereas rotating metal-poor stars show abundance patterns that differ due to the es-process. Nucleosynthesis results are presented in Sections 3 and 4.
Nuclear reaction networks
The reaction network consists of 943 isotopes including all reactions relevant to the s-process, e.g., fusion reactions of lighter isotopes as well as (n,γ) reactions and β-decays or electron captures of heavy nuclei. The numerical values of theoretical and experimental reaction rates are taken from Rauscher & Thielemann (2000) and Cyburt et al. (2010) . The majority of (n,γ) experimental rates are taken from the KADoNiS compilation (Dillmann et al. 2006b ), which provides the standard nuclear reaction rate input. We adopt temperature dependent β-decay rates from Takahashi & Yokoi (1987) and Goriely (1999) as provided in Aikawa et al. (2005) and Xu et al. (2013) . Original data of the decay rates are given by numerical tables. These β-decays rates are dependent on the temperature, and we express them by a seven-parameter fitting formula (Rauscher & Thielemann 2000) :
where a 0 -a 6 are constant coefficients and T 9 is the temperature in 10 9 K (GK). Neutron sources and neutron poisons are key reactions in s-process nucleosynthesis. We adopt Jaeger et al. (2001) (Frischknecht et al. 2012) , we adopt the 17 O(α, n) 20 Ne rate from Angulo et al. (1999) , while we use the rate of Caughlan & Fowler (1988) for 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne divided by a factor of 10. The choices for which rates to use for the main neutron source and poison reactions are summarized in Table 2 .
Reaction rate variation
The Monte-Carlo (MC) method, which treats physical uncertainty through the use of repeated random variation, is a robust methodology to examine nucleosynthesis uncertainties (see, e.g. Iliadis et al. 2014; Rauscher et al. 2016) . We use the PizBuin MC driver coupled with a nuclear reaction network. This framework was developed for application to general nucleosynthesis processes and is described in more detail in Rauscher et al. (2016) , where its first application was to the γ-process in massive stars. In the following we only provide an outline of the most important concepts and especially of details particular to s-process nucleosynthesis.
In this work we focus on reactions relevant to heavy element synthesis by the s-process. This involves nuclei with mass numbers A > 56 and thus we do not vary reaction rates for lighter nuclei.
Uncertainty of neutron capture rates
Reaction rates in nucleosynthesis, even those experimentally determined under laboratory conditions, can bear significant theoretical uncertainty due to population of excited states at stellar temperatures. For the s-process, many neutroncapture rates based on experimental data are available, but Rauscher et al. (2011) and Rauscher (2012) demonstrated that excited state contributions can be important even at s-process temperatures. Thus, we adopt temperaturedependent uncertainty factors, based on the contribution of reactions on the target ground state (as measured in the laboratory) to the reaction (Rauscher 2012) . Using the groundstate contribution X 0 , we calculate the uncertainty of (n, γ)-reactions by
where u exp and u th are the uncertainty factors for experiment and theory, respectively. The value of X 0 behaves monotonically with temperature, approaching zero with increasing temperature. Thus, we obtain u (n,γ) u exp at low temperatures and u (n,γ) u th at high temperatures, respectively. Experimental uncertainties (2σ) are used for the measured ground state rates, whereas u = 2 is adopted for unmeasured rates and for reactions on thermally exited states. We apply u (n,γ) for the upper limit and u (n,γ) −1 for the lower limit in the uniform MC variation. Here, in the context of the s-process, the majority of reactions are based on experimental data. For more details and the derivation of Equation 2, see Rauscher et al. (2016) and references therein.
Uncertainty of β-decay rates
Although most β-decay half-lives for nuclei relevant to the s-process are based on experimental data, the temperature dependence for these half-lives is not well known. We therefore apply an approach similar to that described above for β-decay rates, but based on partition functions to determine the importance of excited states. The uncertainty at low temperature (T < 10 7 K) corresponds to the one of measured decays. A uniform random distribution between the upper and lower limit of the reaction rate at a given temperature is used for the MC variation factors.
The temperature-dependent uncertainty for β-decay rates is given by
where G(T) is the temperature dependent partition function (see, e.g., Rauscher & Thielemann 2000) . The value of G generally reaches 2J 0 + 1 at low temperature (T 9 < 0.1), i.e., u(T) u g.s. , while G becomes larger as the temperature increases. Thus, β-decay rates become more dependent on theory uncertainties with increasing temperature, which is due to the increasing contribution from excited state decays. In this study, we adopt u g.s. = 1.3 and u e.s. = 10 unless experimentally known. Nevertheless, the total uncertainty remains within a factor of few in the s-process temperature range. In addition to β-decay, electron captures (e − -captures) on nuclei are taken into account as provided by Freiburghaus & Rauscher (1999) . While e − -capture has less impact on the s-process as compared to β-decay, the uncertainty in its decay rates is large. In this study, we simply adopt a constant factor 2 for variation of all e − -capture rates and do not study this feature in more detail.
MC simulations
We determine the upper and lower limits of each reaction rate as described above, and vary the reaction rate in each MC calculation step. We adopt a uniform distribution of values between the limits for this random variation. Since the uncertainty factors are not evaluated analytically, we fit the upper and lower rate limits for computational efficiency, using Equation 1. We find that 10, 000 MC iterations gives well converged results (see Rauscher et al. 2016 , for the γ-process that requires a much larger reaction network).
In the simulations, all relevant rates are varied simultaneously within the assigned uncertainties. As we focus on s-process nucleosynthesis, we included all neutron captures and weak rates (mostly β-decays) for heavier nuclei beyond iron (Z > 26) in the MC variation. This amounts to 900 reactions being varied in total. For comparison, we also calculated cases with variation of only (n,γ) or only weak reactions. This included variations of 510 and 390 reactions, respectively. For every case, we performed 10, 000 MC iterations, required because convergence depends on the total number of rates in the reaction network and does not depend on the number of reactions varied (see also Rauscher et al. 2016) .
In each MC iteration, the rate r i of each reaction i received its specific random variation factor f i . The same factor was applied to the respective reverse rate. Although each initially assigned f i is a single, randomly determined value between 0 and 1, the actual rate variation factor is temperature dependent because of the temperature-dependent upper and lower limits of the uncertainty ranges. The initial factor f i is mapped consistently to an actual rate variation factor at each temperature (see Rauscher et al. 2016 , for more details). It should be noted that although the relation between the variation factor and the rate is linear and monotonic, variation factors and final abundances have a strongly non-linear, and sometimes non-monotonic relation.
The result of each MC run consists of a set of final abundances for each isotope. Thus 10, 000 different sets of isotopic abundances were obtained for each variation case. As an example, Figure 2 shows the frequency (F) of final abundance (Y ) distributions of 69 Ga and 72 Ge in the ws-process (see, Section 3 for details). The peak value of the final abundance Y is denoted by Y peak and the frequency of abundance values found in the iterations is normalized to this value. Red lines indicate 5% and 95% of the cumulative frequency and thus the interval between the lines contains 90% of the results (see e.g., Figure 7 and following). We adopt this interval as uncertainty in the final abundance. Note that each distribution is not exactly a Gaussian or lognormal distribution, although the histogram has a continuous shape. Ga and 72 Ge in the ws-process, based on the result of 10, 000 MC iterations. The plot shows the histogram of the frequency F for the final abundance Y normalized to the peak value, F peak . Red lines correspond to the values of 5%, 50% and 95% in the cumulative frequency. Note that the histogram is plotted for logarithmic value of abundances, i.e., log 10 Y/Y peak , not for Y/Y peak .
The uncertainty of 69 Ga appears to be symmetrically distributed, i.e., it is centered around Y peak Y (50%), and the uncertainty is significantly below a factor of two. On the other hand, 72 Ge has an asymmetric distribution with a longer tail at larger values. Resulting from this asymmetry, the peak of the distribution does not correspond to the average value of Y , i.e., Y peak Y (50%). The uncertainty range, determined by Y (5%) and Y (95%), exceeds by a factor of two, while the minimum limit is closer to one than to a factor of 1/2.
Key reaction rates based on MC calculations
As we obtain sets of rate variation factors and corresponding distributions of final abundances, the statistical correlation between them can be investigated. Key reactions are then identified by a strong correlation, as introduced in Rauscher et al. (2016) . In the current study, we calculate 900 × N nuc 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 correlation factors (number of varied reactions × number of nuclei of interest: N nuc ).
We adopt the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient Pearson (1895) to quantify the correlation between rate variation and the final abundances (also used in Rauscher et al. 2016) , defined by
where x i and y i are variables withx andȳ being their arithmetic mean value, respectively. The summation is applied to all data for the MC runs i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n. Here, x and y in Equation 4 correspond to variation factors f and final abundances Y .
The value r cor ranges between −1 to +1 and the absolute value (0 |r cor | 1) indicates the correlation strength. Following our previous MC analysis for the γ-process (Rauscher et al. 2016) , we assume |r cor | > 0.7 to be a strong correlation, whereas a value below 0.2 indicates no correlation. As the correlation strength changes gradually and for numerical stability, we adopt 0.65 as the threshold for a significant correlation value.
In Figure 3 , we plot |r cor | for 86 Kr in the ws-process (see Section 3 for details). The top panel labeled "Lv1" corresponds to the results of a MC run varying all weak and (n,γ) reaction rates (Level 1 ). The name of a reaction is indicated for a few cases with higher |r cor |, which are, for example, 85 Kr(n, γ) 86 Kr producing 86 Kr and 86 Kr(n, γ) 87 Kr destroying 86 Kr.
For the production of 86 Kr, we find two neutron capture reactions with elevated correlation values. Only one of them, 85 Kr(n, γ) 86 Kr, has a significantly high correlation of 0.8.
The correlation factor of the other one, 86 Kr(n, γ) 87 Kr, is around 0.3. Among the weak rates, the largest correlation factor is found for 85 Kr(β − ) 85 Rb, with |r cor | = 0.2. Since only values |r cor | 0.65 can be considered to be a strong correlation, only 85 Kr(n, γ) 86 Kr is chosen as a key reaction rate regarding abundance changes of 86 Kr. In such a manner key rates were identified for all investigated nuclides. Key rates found in the first MC run varying all rates simultaneously are labeled Level 1 key rates and the corresponding MC run is the Lv1 MC run. Following Rauscher et al. (2016) , we also investigated further (lower) levels of key reactions. To see how the final uncertainties are reduced when Lv1 key reactions are determined (by future measurements or theoretical predictions), further MC runs were performed excluding these from the MC rate variation. This defines a Lv2 MC calculation. As shown in Figure 3 (middle), the correlation values of the remaining varied reactions is expected to increase compared to the Lv1 run, because the most dominant reactions are no longer varied, and thus are not considered, in the Lv2 calculation. On the other hand, it is obvious that the resulting uncertainties in the final abundances obtained in the Lv2 MC run are decreased with respect to those from the previous calculation. Based on the results of Lv2 MC run, we also identified additional key reaction rates, the Lv2 key rates, using the same criterion for the correlation value as before. Another iteration of the same screening method was used to find Lv3 key reaction rates after having performed the Lv3 MC calculation, which implies that Lv1 and Lv2 key reactions are set to the standard reaction rate and not varied. As shown in Figure 3 (lower), finally the correlation for 85 Kr(β − ) 85 Rb exceeds r cor = 0.65 and thus it becomes a Lv3 key rate. In the following, we show key reactions at various levels for the ws-process and the es-process, described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
An important point becomes obvious from the above: Lv2 and Lv3 key rates become important only after the uncertainties for all key reactions in the higher levels have been reduced. An improved constraint of a Lv2 or Lv3 rate will have no significant impact if key rates of higher levels are still only weakly constrained. Nevertheless, providing also Lv2 and Lv3 key rates may be useful to determine long-term research strategies.
The Lv2 (and Lv3) key rates identified here incur an additional uncertainty. The methodology used identifies these rates under the assumption that Lv1 (Lv2 rates) are constrained at their standard values with their existing uncertainty. If new measurements were to constrain a Lv1 (Lv2) key rate at a new, different value, with different uncertainties, then the redetermination of Lv2 and Lv3 key reactions would be in order.
THE WEAK s-PROCESS
Nucleosynthetic features of the ws-process
The final abundance distribution of the ws-process, i.e. just before the onset of the core collapse, is shown in Figure 4 . We chose a solar-metallicity star without rotation, the z0r0 model, as the standard case for the ws-process. Two different abundance distributions are plotted, based on different reaction rates for the neutron-poison relevant reaction 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne, which has a significant physical uncertainty. We used the rate adopted by Caughlan & Fowler (1988) , denoted CF88, and a rate value divided by a factor of 10 to consider a recent experimental suggestion for the associated uncertainty (as discussed in Section 2.2). Despite the difference in these rate values, the abundance pat- terns are almost identical at Z m = Z because the impact of the neutron poison 16 O is significant only for metal-poor stars (Frischknecht et al. 2016) . The abundance distribution agrees with a typical ws-process pattern (see, e.g. Prantzos et al. 1990; Frischknecht et al. 2016) , of which the overproduction peak is at A 60 and the production steeply declines for nuclei with mass numbers A 90.
The time evolution of the neutron density is shown in Figure 5 , where the solid line corresponds to the ws-process result. As expected from the temperature and density evolution (shown in Figure 1 ), the neutron density has a peak at the beginning of the core-helium burning phase (2 × 10 5 yr before collapse), exceeding 10 7 cm −3 for a very short period. This increase is due to the 13 C(α, n) 16 O reaction, which also is a dominant neutron source reaction for the main s-process in low mass asymptotic-giant-branch stars. However, in the evolution of a massive star, the duration of this peak is so short (∼ 10 yr) that this increase of the neutron density has no significant impact on the total neutron exposure. During the core-helium burning phase (∼ 10 5 -10 3 yr before collapse), the neutron density assumes values > 10 5 cm −3 . After the ignition of carbon-shell burning at ∼ 3 × 10 2 yr before collapse, the neutron density increases further, although the duration of this phase is shorter than the core-He burning phase. The 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne rate does not change the results significantly, so the reduced rate (CF88 divided by a factor of 10) has been adopted for consistency with the es-process calculations (see later).
The nucleosynthesis flux of each reaction, i.e., (n,γ) reactions and β-decays, over the nucleosynthesis time has been calculated. This equates to the time-integrated abundance change of each reaction from its initial abundance to its final abundance. Nucleosynthesis fluxes in the ws-and es-process obtained in this manner are shown in Figure 6 . The colour and width of an arrow indicate the value of bulk flow (abundance change) for individual reactions. Note that the value of the nuclear flow is integrated over the entire nucleosynthesis calculation, which is different from the reaction rate at a given time step.
As expected for the s-process, the predominant reactions in nucleosynthesis are (n,γ) reactions (→) and β − decays ( ) along the line of stability. Although the reaction flow is basically a single path, several branches are evident where a decay rate is comparable to an (n,γ) rate. This is the case for example at neutron numbers N = 49 and 53 in the region plotted. For these branching points, we expect that the effect of nuclear physics uncertainty on the final abundances is more complicated due to the competition between neutron capture and β-decay. Note that for weak reactions in the s-process, e − -capture also contributes to the reaction flow, i.e., diagonal arrows in the plot. However, β − -decay has a more significant impact on nucleosynthesis compared to the corresponding e − -capture.
Nuclear uncertainties in the ws-process
MC calculations for the ws-process have been performed, based on the rate variation method for neutron captures and weak rates as described in Section 2.3. The abundance uncertainty distributions for all ws-process nuclei are shown in Figure 7 using the standard ws-process model z0r0 (see Section 3.1). The colour shade in the plot shows the fre- Frequency, F/Fpeak(Y) Figure 7 . Uncertainty distributions for the ws-process when varying all neutron captures and weak rates. The colour shade is the probabilistic frequency and the 90% probability intervals up and down marked for each nuclide (see, Figure 2 for examples of the distribution). Horizontal dashed lines indicate uncertainty factors of 2, 3, 1/2, and 1/3, respectively.
quency F of each abundance Y normalized to F(Y peak ) as explained for Figure 2 . Again, the interval between the red lines corresponds to 90% of all abundance values. The numerical uncertainty value for each investigated nucleus is given in Table 3 , in which the columns 'Up' and 'Down' correspond to the Y (95%)/Y peak and Y (5%)/Y peak values, respectively. The column 'Level' in the table indicates the level of a key reaction relevant to the production or destruction of the nucleus, defined in Section 2.5 and discussed in more detail in the following section.
As can be seen in Figure 7 and Table 3 , for most nuclides the uncertainty distributes symmetrically and the boundaries of the uncertainty range (90% of cumulative frequency around the Y peak ) are located at F/F peak > 0.1. We find that the uncertainty of most isotopes is smaller than a factor of two. Only a few species, specifically 64 Zn, 72,73 Ge, 77,80 Se, 81 Br and 83 Kr, show a larger uncertainty. As already seen in Figure 2 , the distribution is not symmetric for such nuclei, having a very much larger upper value or a very much smaller lower value, compared to the other boundary. Excepting these specific isotopes, the general trend in final abundance uncertainty is to increase from about 10% at A ∼ 63 to about 50% at A ∼ 80. This reflects the propagation of uncertainties as the nucleosynthesis flow builds heavier nuclei from lighter nuclei. Above the mass number A = 80, the absence any reaction rates with significant uncertainties results in overall abundance uncertainties that then reduce with increasing mass.
To investigate the impact of uncertainties in neutron captures and weak reactions separately, we also performed MC calculations varying those rates separately. The results are shown in Figure 8 . As the global feature of the uncertainty distribution for the (n,γ) variation case is similar to the results of varying all (n,γ) and weak reactions, it is demonstrated that the total uncertainty is mostly caused by the neutron captures, while weak reactions only have a minor contribution. Only for 64 Zn and 80 Se are the uncertainties dominated by weak reactions rather than by (n,γ) reactions. These isotopes are at a known s-process branching point.
Key reactions for the weak s-process
The correlation coefficients r cor for all s-process isotopes and all neutron capture and weak rates were computed according to Equation 4 and used to identify key reactions mainly contributing to the abundance uncertainty of each isotope, as explained in Section 2.5. Only ten reactions bear a strong correlation |r cor | 0.65 with final abundances. These key reactions are listed in Table 4 . The table has additional columns for key reactions at lower levels but the primary key reactions are listed in in the column "Key Rate Level 1" and its corresponding correlation coefficient is given in the column "r cor,0 ". As expected, most of the key reactions are neutron captures in the s-process path. A few weak reactions have significant impact for nuclei around branching points. The results of the MC runs at different levels are shown in Figure 9 . When the number of the reactions varied in the MC runs is decreased, the final uncertainties become smaller. The result of the Lv4 MC run shows a tiny uncertainty for all ws-process nuclei.
For reference, in Table 5 we also provide uncertainty ranges and key correlations for elemental abundances. The uncertainty range of each element is the weighted average Table 3 . Uncertainties in the final abundance of ws-process nuclei from the MC calculation. The column labeled "Level" indicates the level of the first key reaction found, as described in Section 3.3. The remaining columns show uncertainty factors for variations Up and Down, of which values are Y(95%)/Y peak and Y(5%)/Y peak , respectively. They enclose a 90% probability interval, as shown in Figure 7 .
Level
Up Down value of the ones of its isotopes. All elements show uncertainty factors less than ∼ 1.5 with the exception of Br, the upper limit of which is 1.57. This is the case although some of the contributing isotopes of Ge, Se, and Br (more specifically 72,73 Ge, 77,80 Se and 81 Br) have a larger uncertainty beyond a factor of 2 (see Table 3 ). Regarding key reactions for elemental abundances, only one case was found, the β − decay of 64 Cu which affects the production of Zn. This behaviour reflects that the production of each element involves contributions from multiple individual isotopes, that do not act coherently.
THE ENHANCED s-PROCESS
Nucleosynthetic features of the es-process
The results of nucleosynthesis calculations for rotating metal-poor stars are shown in Figure 10 , for (a) the z2r4 model and (b) the z4r4 model. In both cases, the effect of rotation is included by adding 1% by mass fraction of 14 N to the initial composition. The z2r4 model is a low metallicity star with Z m = 1 × 10 −3 and the z4r4 model is an even lower metallicity star with Z m = 1 × 10 −5 . Comparing the abundances in Figure 10a and the ones from the wsprocess (Figure 4 ), the production of heavier nuclei beyond the Sr peak is significantly enhanced due to the effect of rotational mixing, and the overabundant region reaches up to the barium peak around A ∼ 138 (Frischknecht et al. 2012) . In contrast to the ws-process, the production in the es-process strongly depends on the assumed rate for 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne. The case with reduced neutron poison efficiently produces much more intermediate mass s-process isotopes (A > 90).
Another comparison is shown in Figure 10c , which is the ratio of the final abundances between the rotating metalpoor star (z2r4) and the even more metal-poor case (z4r4).
In both models, we adopted a reduced CF88 rate for the 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne reaction (divided by 10) in this study. The abundance ratio (z2r4/z4r4) is around 100, which is the initial abundance ratio. However, in the heavier nuclei with A > 90, the ratio is below 100, i.e., in the more metal-poor case (z4r4) heavier s-process nuclei (beyond Sr) are more efficiently produced. In fact, focusing on the ratio of the Sr and Ba peaks, z2r4 and z4r4 show [Sr/Ba] of 1.98 and 1.76, respectively. This difference is caused by the ratio of available neutrons (given by the neutron density) to the seed nuclei during the s-process. The lower metallicity model has effectively a higher number of neutrons compared to the initial seed abundances (mostly Fe).
The time evolution of neutron number density for the es-process (z2r4) is shown in Figure 5 (dashed line). Note that neutron densities are similar for the two choices of 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne rates. We see that the es-process has a higher neutron density compared to the ws-process in each burning phase. Nevertheless, the nucleosynthesis flow in the esprocess, shown in Figure 6 , is very similar to the one in the ws-process. The dominant reaction flow consists of neutron captures and β-decays along a path following the stable isotopes. The main difference between the ws-and es-processes is that the es-process has a higher flux due to increased neutron captures and this enhances the production of heavier nuclei.
In the present study, we adopted the r2z4 model as the representative case for the following MC analysis of the es-process because its nucleosynthesis result shows the primary feature of the es-process, namely the production of the Sr and Ba peaks. The r4z4 model is also considered when discussing the uncertainty of the results due to the stellar evolution models. For both stellar models, we use a CF88 rate divided by 10 for 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne in all MC calculations. We note that the latest evaluation in Best et al. (2013) shows a reduction in both the 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne and 17 O(α, γ) 21 Ne rates, but a similar (α, n)/(α, γ) reaction rate ratio, compared to NACRE/CF88. However, these reaction rates have large uncertainties, and changes up to a factor of 10 is still reasonable. Our results show robustness to such changes so long as the es-process produces heavier s-process isotopes compared to the ws-process. 
The uncertainty of the es-process
Uncertainties in es-process abundances have been determined using the same methodology as was used for the wsprocess. Figure 11 shows the resulting production uncertainties for cases with variations of all (n,γ) reactions and weak reactions. For this plot, we choose to show stable s-process nuclei with 29 Z 40 (left panel) and 38 A 60 (right panel), covering elements up to Sr and up to Ba, respectively. As in Figure 7 , the range defined by the red lines for each isotope corresponds to 90% of the abundance uncertainty distribution. The uncertainty ranges for the es-process products are also listed in Table 6 . Comparing Figures 11 and  7 , we see that the uncertainty distribution pattern is significantly different between the es-process and the ws-process, although the same nuclei exhibit a larger uncertainty in both cases. For heavier nuclei beyond Sr, the abundance uncertainty increases and is propagated from lighter to heavier nuclei.
To distinguish the individual impact on final abundance uncertainties, we also performed MC calculations with a limited number of rates being varied, i.e., we considered (n,γ) and weak rates separately. Figure 12 shows the results obtained by only varying neutron-captures (upper panel) or weak reactions (lower panel). As already seen in the results for the ws-process, the dominant uncertainty is due to uncertainties in (n,γ), while weak rates only affect nuclei around branching points. In addition to those found in the ws-process, we identified additional such nuclei, 94 Nb, 108 Pd, and 122 Sn, influenced by weak reactions. These species, which are intermediate mass s-process nuclei, are not significantly produced in the ws-process and did not appear in the results and discussion of the ws-process in Section 3. The nucleosynthesis and uncertainties in the es-process are different from the ones in the ws-process and therefore we also expect different key reactions.
Key reactions in the es-process
As for the ws-process, we identified key reactions with a strong influence on the final abundance uncertainties. The key reactions for the es-process with a high correlation (|r cor | 0.65) are listed in Table 7 . The list includes 30
Lv1 key reactions in the es-process. A majority of key reactions are neutron captures along the s-process path, while only a few weak reactions around branchings have an impact: only β − -decay of 64 Cu, 80 Br, and 122 Sb are listed at Lv1. Additional reactions are found at Lv2 and Lv3, based on Lv2 and Lv3 MC runs, respectively. The resulting uncertainty distributions of es-process abundances at different levels are shown in Figure 13 . With decreasing number of varied reactions in the MC variations in the various levels, the uncertainties in the final abundances shrink and finally the Lv4 results show only small uncertainties. The list of key es-process reactions found here is more extensive than the list of key ws-process reactions presented in Table 4 . While the es-process obviously has additional key reactions for intermediate mass s-process nuclei from the Sr peak to lighter lanthanides beyond Ba, which the ws-process does not produce, we find that the es-process has more key reactions even for the lighter s-process nuclei. It is common (although not in all the cases) that a reaction in the esprocess has a larger correlation |r cor | as the same reaction in the ws-process. This increase in the correlation factor is caused by the stronger reaction flow in the es-process, which enhances the uncertainty propagation.
Observationally, the isotopic composition of neutron capture elements in galactic stars has been measured only for few elements (e.g., Ba, Sm, Nd and Eu) so far (Roederer et al. 2008; Gallagher et al. 2015) , whereas the elemental abundances are available for much more elements (with the notable exception of In). The uncertainty ranges and primary key reactions for each es-process element are summarized in Table 8 . While most elements have an uncertainty range up to a factor of 1.5, Rh and In show significantly higher uncertainties, exceeding a factor of two. Interestingly, both Rh and In have a key neutron-capture reaction. The Table 6 . Uncertainties of es-process nuclei from the Lv1 MC calculation. The columns labeled "Level" indicates the level of the first key reaction found, as described in Section 3.3. The remaining columns show uncertainty factors for variations Up and Down, whose values Y peak (95%)/Y peak and Y peak (5%)/Y peak , respectively, enclose a 90% probability interval, as shown in Figure 11 . Table 7 . The key reaction rates for the es-process. Similar to Table 4 , key rates in levels 1-3 are shown, along with their correlation factors r cor,0 , r cor,1 , and r cor,2 , respectively. Significant correlation values are underlined. Also shown for each rate are the g.s. contributions to the stellar rate for neutron captures and uncertainty factors of the β-decay rates at two plasma temperatures, respectively. Frequency, F/Fpeak(Y) Figure 11 . Uncertainty distribution in the es-process when varying all relevant neutron capture and weak rates for low mass (left) and medium mass (right) s-process nuclei. The colour shade is the probabilistic frequency and the 90% probability intervals up and down marked for each nuclide (see Figure 2 for examples of the distribution). Horizontal dashed lines indicate uncertainty factors of 2, 3, 1/2, and 1/3, respectively. element Rh has only one stable isotope, 103 Rh, so that the key reaction for the elemental production obviously corresponds to the one for this isotope as given in Table 7 . In very high quality spectra of galactic halo stars, the abundance of rhodium can be measured (Hill et al. 2002) where the mass fraction of 113 In is 0.964 of the totally produced In. Thus, the key reaction of 113 In naturally has a significant impact on uncertainty of In.
Level
In addition to the es-process in our standard model (z2r4), the uncertainty range and the key reactions for the very low metal-poor star, z4r4, are shown in Table 9 . This model showed a different final abundance distribution (Figure 10) . Nevertheless, comparing Table 8 and Table 9 , we do not find any significant differences either in the uncertainty ranges or in correlation coefficients and listed key reactions. This indicates that our conclusions regarding the nuclear physics uncertainties in the es-process are robust with only a weak dependence on the stellar models as long as the final abundance distribution shows a typical es-process pattern, as discussed in Section 4.1.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVED NUCLEAR DATA
Tables 4 and 7 list the key nuclear reaction rates identified in this study for the ws-and es-processes, respectively. Uncertainties in these rates have the greatest overall impact on final abundances, and are therefore prioritised for future precision measurement. Although neutron captures on stable or long-lived nuclei can, in principle, be measured, it is not always possible to also experimentally constrain the stellar neutron capture rates which contain contributions from reactions on thermally excited states of the target nucleus. As highlighted earlier, excited state contributions are important for some nuclei even at s-process temperatures. This should be kept in mind when selecting reactions from Tables 4 and 7 for future experiments. To simplify the task, the g.s. contributions to the stellar rates are also given in the tables of the key reactions. The larger the ground-state (g.s.) contribution, the better an experiment can constrain a stellar rate, as can also be seen from Equation (2). Since many key reactions have a ground-state contribution close to one, there is a good prospect of future experiments reducing the uncertainties in these rates. The experimental measurement of (n, γ) type reactions is well established, for example through the use of activation or neutron time of flight techniques. For direct measurements, one requires a radioactively stable or long-lived target of sufficient mass and isotopic purity, and in addition a solid and chemically inert target is preferred. Compounds may be used to satisfy the latter requirement. Many Table 9 . Uncertainty and key reactions of es-process elements (z4r4). The columns are the same as of the reactions listed in tables 4 and 7 satisfy these requirements, and indeed many have been measured, although with greatly varying levels of completeness, precision, and consistency. We used the KADoNiS database (Dillmann et al. 2006b ) to define the standard neutron capture rates for our MC variations. Opportunities for improvements to the library of nuclear data are extensive. For example, the 77 Se and 78 Se(n, γ) reactions are identified as Lv1 key reactions in both the ws-and es-processes. In the case of 77 Se, existing precision data cover only the 15 < E < 100 keV and around the 510 keV regions. Recent work (Kamada et al. 2010 ) revealed inconsistencies at the level of 10-20% as compared to earlier evaluations. Similarly, for 78 Se(n, γ) 79 Se, a previous activation study (Dillmann et al. 2006a ) and time of flight measurements (Igashira et al. 2011, and private communication) show a large discrepancy in values of Maxwellian averaged cross section. We investigated the impact of nuclear-physics uncertainties on the s-process in massive stars, focusing on neutron captures and weak reaction (mostly β-decays) rates. Adopting the evolution models of a solar metallicity star and a fast rotating metal-poor star, we studied the ws-process and rotation-induced es-process, respectively. Using newly evaluated temperature-dependent uncertainties for neutron capture and β-decay rates, we performed a series of MC calculations with a nuclear reaction network. We obtained complete information about the uncertainty of final abundances and the identity of the underlying key reaction rates. The results are summarised as follows.
(i) For both of the ws-and es-processes, the uncertainty range in the final abundances (the upper and lower boundaries of 90% probability around the mean value) is relatively small for the majority of s-process nuclei, typically within a few tens of percent. Several nuclei have a larger uncertainty in the final abundance, which is beyond a factor of 2 but is less than a factor of 5. In general, the resulting frequency distribution of the final abundances is continuous but asymmetric in shape.
(ii) Our MC calculations have determined the correlation (r cor defined by Equation 4) between the reaction rate variation and the final abundances, identifying key neutron capture reactions and β-decays (|r cor | 0.65). We find 10 important reactions to improve the ws-process abundance prediction as well as 30 rates for the es-process. In addition, there are 11 and 32 extra rates of secondary importance for the ws-and es-processes, respectively, summarised in Table 4 and 7.
(iii) The es-process exhibits different features of uncertainty distribution and key reactions from the ws-process. Even within the lighter s-process nuclei region, overlapped with ws-process products, the es-process has a larger uncertainty with more key reactions. This is caused by a stronger flow of nucleosynthesis due to a higher neutron exposure.
(iv) Although there are still uncertainties in stellar models for the es-process, the results of MC variation based on models at two different metallicities lead to the same key reaction rate list. Thus the key reaction rate list obtained in this study is robust, as long as the final abundances show a "typical" es-process pattern, producing intermediate s-process nuclei from strontium to barium.
In the priority list (key reactions) for both ws-and esprocesses, there are some reactions for which future experiments can reduce the current uncertainty. The weak reaction rates are mostly from theory and their uncertainty is significant, especially at the stellar temperature. Improved relevant nuclear physics properties and theoretical predictions are desirable. Conversely, our MC results in combination with future observations may be able to provide constraints on the nuclear physics.
For the es-process in particular there are only limited observational constraints. However, we find that the uncertainty range and the key reactions are similar in a certain range of metallicities for fast rotating evolution models. The evaluated uncertainty in each element can be immediately useful for some astronomical application, e.g. comparison to abundance observations in metal-poor stars and theoretical calculations of galactic chemical evolution. We expect that such astronomical comparisons will provide further restriction to the es-process abundances and relevant nuclear reactions.
As demonstrated in this study of the impact of (n,γ) rate uncertainties on the s-process production in massive stars, a Monte Carlo framework provides a robust tool for the analysis of uncertainties. This is the second paper in a series of applications of our recently developed MC framework, including sets of realistic variation limits, which was described in more detail in the first paper (Rauscher et al. 2016 ). The framework is applicable to further nucleosynthesis processes, in particular to the synthesis of heavy elements in which a large number of reactions are involved. A study of the main s-process is underway (G. Cescutti et al, in preparation) . Applications of the MC framework to further nucleosynthesis processes, such as the γ-process in thermonuclear supernovae, the r-and the νp-processes are planned.
